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Congratulations to Congratulations to 
Drs. Nambu, Drs. Nambu, 
Kobayashi, and Kobayashi, and 
Maskawa!Maskawa!

Yoichiro Nambu Yoichiro Nambu 
has been at the has been at the 
UofC since 1954UofC since 1954
His work was key His work was key 
to developing the to developing the 
Standard Model Standard Model 
and understanding and understanding 
superconductivitysuperconductivity
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IntroductionIntroduction

Key properties of the Sun and starsKey properties of the Sun and stars



The Sun The Sun –– A Starting PointA Starting Point

A typical middleA typical middle--aged aged 
Main Sequence starMain Sequence star

average in mass, expected average in mass, expected 
lifetime of ~12 Gyr (12 lifetime of ~12 Gyr (12 
billion years)billion years)

Powered by fusion of Powered by fusion of 
hydrogen into helium in hydrogen into helium in 
its coreits core

6.96 6.96 ×× 101088 mmRadiusRadius

--26.74 26.74 (vis)(vis) or 4.83 or 4.83 (abs)(abs)MagnitudeMagnitude

3.85 3.85 ×× 10102626 W  = 1 LW  = 1 LŸŸLuminosityLuminosity

5800 K5800 KTempTemp

Yellow = G2 classYellow = G2 classColorColor

4.56 Gyr4.56 GyrAgeAge

1.99 1.99 ×× 10103030 kg = 1 Mkg = 1 MŸŸMassMass



Stars Have Different ColorsStars Have Different Colors

Some are distinctly Some are distinctly 
yellow, others blue yellow, others blue 
or redor red
(sizes are an (sizes are an 
artifact of the artifact of the 
starstar’’s brightness s brightness ––
they are not they are not 
actually resolved!)actually resolved!)



Color Arises from Surface TemperatureColor Arises from Surface Temperature

All stars radiate with a spectrum that has a characteristic shapAll stars radiate with a spectrum that has a characteristic shape, a e, a 
““blackbodyblackbody”” spectrumspectrum

The peak wavelength depends on the starThe peak wavelength depends on the star’’s temperature and is s temperature and is 
shorter (bluer) for hotter starsshorter (bluer) for hotter stars

On the Main Sequence, a starOn the Main Sequence, a star’’s temperature and luminosity are s temperature and luminosity are 
set by its mass: more massive stars are both hotter and brighterset by its mass: more massive stars are both hotter and brighter

Stars are assigned Stars are assigned ““spectral classesspectral classes”” according to their colors: the according to their colors: the 
Sun is a class Sun is a class GG star; blue stars fall in classes star; blue stars fall in classes OO and and BB and red and red 
stars in class stars in class MM



HertzsprungHertzsprung--Russell Diagrams Show the Russell Diagrams Show the 
Relationship between Luminosity and TemperatureRelationship between Luminosity and Temperature

The Main Sequence curves The Main Sequence curves 
from lowerfrom lower--right to upperright to upper--left left 
(cool/dim to hot/bright).(cool/dim to hot/bright).
Stars do NOT travel along the Stars do NOT travel along the 
Main Sequence!Main Sequence!

Their location on the Main Their location on the Main 
Sequence is determined by their Sequence is determined by their 
mass.mass.
Stars form a Stars form a ““sequencesequence”” of of 
colors/luminosity as a function of colors/luminosity as a function of 
their mass.their mass.

Note the enormous range of Note the enormous range of 
luminosities!luminosities!
Stars spend most of their Stars spend most of their 
lifetime on the Main Sequence.lifetime on the Main Sequence.



Molecular Clouds as Molecular Clouds as 
Stellar NurseriesStellar Nurseries



Molecular Clouds and the Interstellar MediumMolecular Clouds and the Interstellar Medium

The Interstellar Medium (ISM) is the gas and dust that fills theThe Interstellar Medium (ISM) is the gas and dust that fills the
spaces between stars.spaces between stars.

SN 1006 is developing in this kind of medium.SN 1006 is developing in this kind of medium.

Various other states of gas pervade the galaxy.Various other states of gas pervade the galaxy.

DynamicDynamic101077VariesVariesHH++HotHotSNRsSNRs

SNe shocksSNe shocks

TransientTransient

IonizedIonized

Diffuse ISMDiffuse ISM

Diffuse ISMDiffuse ISM

SF RegionsSF Regions

CommentsCommentsTemp (K)Temp (K)Density (cmDensity (cm--33))StateStatePhasePhaseMediumMedium

1010--5050>1000>1000HH22ColdColdMol CloudsMol Clouds

1001003030HHColdColdH H II CloudsClouds

10106.56.50.0010.001HH++HotHotHot ISMHot ISM

101044>100>100HH++WarmWarmHH IIII RegionsRegions

1010440.030.03HH++WarmWarmWarm H Warm H IIII

800080000.10.1HHWarmWarmWarm H Warm H II



Molecular Clouds and the Interstellar MediumMolecular Clouds and the Interstellar Medium

Star formation generally occurs in molecular clouds.Star formation generally occurs in molecular clouds.
ShortShort--lived massive stars can explode while still in or near cloud lived massive stars can explode while still in or near cloud –– as in as in 
the case of IC 443.the case of IC 443.

DynamicDynamic101077VariesVariesHH++HotHotSNRsSNRs

SNe shocksSNe shocks

TransientTransient

IonizedIonized

Diffuse ISMDiffuse ISM

Diffuse ISMDiffuse ISM

SF RegionsSF Regions

CommentsCommentsTemp (K)Temp (K)Density (cmDensity (cm--33))StateStatePhasePhaseMediumMedium

1010--5050>1000>1000HH22ColdColdMol CloudsMol Clouds

1001003030HHColdColdH H II CloudsClouds

10106.56.50.0010.001HH++HotHotHot ISMHot ISM
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1010440.030.03HH++WarmWarmWarm H Warm H IIII

800080000.10.1HHWarmWarmWarm H Warm H II



Molecular Clouds and the Interstellar MediumMolecular Clouds and the Interstellar Medium

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation from massive stars heats and ionizes Ultraviolet (UV) radiation from massive stars heats and ionizes 
nearby gas.nearby gas.
Over several million years, stellar winds and supernovae expel Over several million years, stellar winds and supernovae expel 
this gas.this gas.
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Molecular Clouds and the Interstellar MediumMolecular Clouds and the Interstellar Medium

Perhaps half the volume of the galaxy is filled with a very thinPerhaps half the volume of the galaxy is filled with a very thin, , 
very hot (several million degrees) gas produced by supernova very hot (several million degrees) gas produced by supernova 
shocks.shocks.
The interiors of supernova remnants can be still hotter.The interiors of supernova remnants can be still hotter.
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Molecular Clouds and the Interstellar MediumMolecular Clouds and the Interstellar Medium

The Interstellar Medium (ISM) is a complex, dynamic The Interstellar Medium (ISM) is a complex, dynamic 
environment.environment.
LetLet’’s focus on Molecular Clouds.s focus on Molecular Clouds.
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Phase A: Dense Cores in a Structured CloudPhase A: Dense Cores in a Structured Cloud

H H II shell protects against ionizing radiation.shell protects against ionizing radiation.
Cloud contains dense clumps and cores in a thinner background Cloud contains dense clumps and cores in a thinner background 
medium.medium.
Some clumps and cores will contract under gravity and begin to Some clumps and cores will contract under gravity and begin to 
form stars.form stars.



Phase B: First Massive StarPhase B: First Massive Star

Massive stars (Classes O and B) are the first to form.Massive stars (Classes O and B) are the first to form.

Blue stars Blue stars –– UV radiation.UV radiation.

Nearby regions of MC begin to heat, ionize, evaporate.Nearby regions of MC begin to heat, ionize, evaporate.
Formation of an H II region.Formation of an H II region.

Clumpy nature of MC promotes formation of structures like Clumpy nature of MC promotes formation of structures like 
pillars, filaments, cometary globules.pillars, filaments, cometary globules.



Phase C: Stars Expel MC RemnantsPhase C: Stars Expel MC Remnants

O, B stars continue to ionize, evaporate MC and H II region O, B stars continue to ionize, evaporate MC and H II region 
grows.grows.

Smaller stars join Main Sequence.Smaller stars join Main Sequence.

Fragments of MC and cometary globules remain for a time.Fragments of MC and cometary globules remain for a time.



Sequential Star Formation in GMCsSequential Star Formation in GMCs



Formation of StarsFormation of Stars



From Dense Cores to ProtostarsFrom Dense Cores to Protostars

Dense cores within molecular Dense cores within molecular 
clouds have the high density clouds have the high density 
(10(1022 –– 101044 cmcm--33) and low ) and low 
temperature (~10 K) needed to temperature (~10 K) needed to 
begin contracting into begin contracting into 
protostars.protostars.

Barnard objects contain a few Barnard objects contain a few 
thousand solar masses of gas and thousand solar masses of gas and 
dust in a region ~ 30 light years dust in a region ~ 30 light years 
across.across.

Bok globules are smaller, more Bok globules are smaller, more 
spherical dense regions (few light spherical dense regions (few light 
years).years).



From Dense Cores to ProtostarsFrom Dense Cores to Protostars

Densest regions of these Densest regions of these 
cores are able to contract cores are able to contract 
under gravity to form under gravity to form 
protostars.protostars.

A single Barnard object A single Barnard object 
can host many protostars, can host many protostars, 
forming a stellar cluster.forming a stellar cluster.



Contraction, Heating, and CoolingContraction, Heating, and Cooling

Protostars tend to heat up as they convert gravitational potentiProtostars tend to heat up as they convert gravitational potential al 
energy into kinetic energy.energy into kinetic energy.

Initially need to radiate this heat away Initially need to radiate this heat away –– key role of dust in the key role of dust in the 
early phases of the contraction.early phases of the contraction.

Rate of contraction depends strongly on mass Rate of contraction depends strongly on mass –– massive massive 
protostars can ignite hydrogen fusion in as little as 10protostars can ignite hydrogen fusion in as little as 1055 years but years but 
stars like the Sun take ~20 Myrs to ignite.stars like the Sun take ~20 Myrs to ignite.

After fusion ignites, stellar winds clear remaining gas away, After fusion ignites, stellar winds clear remaining gas away, 
revealing new star.revealing new star.



Protostars Would Be Bright If We Could See Them!Protostars Would Be Bright If We Could See Them!

Protostars form hidden inside dense nebulae Protostars form hidden inside dense nebulae –– Bok globules.Bok globules.

For a SunFor a Sun--like star, after ~1000 years of contraction, surface like star, after ~1000 years of contraction, surface 
heats to ~2000 heats to ~2000 –– 3000 K.3000 K.

At this point it is 20 x larger than the Sun and 100 x more At this point it is 20 x larger than the Sun and 100 x more 
luminous!luminous!

A dark nebula A protostar, hidden
within the nebula



Mass Limits of Main Sequence StarsMass Limits of Main Sequence Stars

The physical processes involved in forming and powering stars The physical processes involved in forming and powering stars 
limit their masses to a range of ~ 0.08 limit their masses to a range of ~ 0.08 –– 200 M200 MŸŸ..

Lower limit: Protostars below ~0.08 MLower limit: Protostars below ~0.08 MŸŸ are unable to form high are unable to form high 
enough pressures and temperatures in their cores to ignite enough pressures and temperatures in their cores to ignite 
hydrogen fusion.hydrogen fusion.

These These ““brown dwarfsbrown dwarfs”” continue to radiate via Kelvincontinue to radiate via Kelvin--Helmholtz Helmholtz 
contractioncontraction

Upper limit: Protostars above ~200 MUpper limit: Protostars above ~200 MŸŸ build heat and pressure build heat and pressure 
too quickly.too quickly.

Unable to cool efficiently enough, the pressure increases until Unable to cool efficiently enough, the pressure increases until it it 
overcomes gravity and the protostar blows up.overcomes gravity and the protostar blows up.



The Eagle NebulaThe Eagle Nebula



The Eagle NebulaThe Eagle Nebula



The Elephant TrunksThe Elephant Trunks

Evaporating 
Gaseous Globules 
(EGGs), some 
harbor protostars

Columns look 
solid, but…



Elephant Trunks in the Near IRElephant Trunks in the Near IR
Most of the trunk 
material is in the caps

Can see through 
trunks along 
much of their 
length

Young stellar 
objects forming in 
the dense cores of 
trunks I and II



A Supernova Remnant in the Eagle?A Supernova Remnant in the Eagle?
Recent work in the mid, far IR Recent work in the mid, far IR 
(Spitzer) reveals a region of warm dust (Spitzer) reveals a region of warm dust 
in the middle of the Eagle Nebula.in the middle of the Eagle Nebula.
Starlight alone doesnStarlight alone doesn’’t seem to t seem to 
account for how the dust was heated account for how the dust was heated 
up.up.

Perhaps a SNR is expanding and heating Perhaps a SNR is expanding and heating 
the dust!the dust!

If so, the Elephant Trunks will be If so, the Elephant Trunks will be 
blasted away by the SNRblasted away by the SNR’’s shock s shock 
wave.wave.

The Trunks would be gone, butThe Trunks would be gone, but……
The young stars they are hiding would be The young stars they are hiding would be 
revealed!revealed!

Mid IR: 3-8 μm

Far IR: 24 μm

V

I-III

V

I-III



Beyond the EagleBeyond the Eagle’’s Nests Nest

The Eagle Nebula (M16) and M17:  parts of a larger starThe Eagle Nebula (M16) and M17:  parts of a larger star--forming forming 
region in the Sagittarius arm of the galaxy?region in the Sagittarius arm of the galaxy?

possibly including NGC 6604 (not shown).possibly including NGC 6604 (not shown).
The stars in NGC 6604 are older than those in the Eagle Nebula (The stars in NGC 6604 are older than those in the Eagle Nebula (4 4 
Myr vs 2Myr vs 2--3 Myr) and M17 (1 Myr).3 Myr) and M17 (1 Myr).
Open question: What drives the age sequence?Open question: What drives the age sequence?

Natural evolution of the clouds during passage of the spiral armNatural evolution of the clouds during passage of the spiral arm??
SF in M16/M17 driven by stellar winds or SNSF in M16/M17 driven by stellar winds or SN--blown bubbles in NGC 6604?blown bubbles in NGC 6604?



Summary ISummary I
Luminosity (brightness), temperature (color), and lifetime of a Luminosity (brightness), temperature (color), and lifetime of a star star 
are all determined primarily by its massare all determined primarily by its mass

Stars usually form hidden in dense cores embedded inside Giant Stars usually form hidden in dense cores embedded inside Giant 
Molecular CloudsMolecular Clouds

Gravitational contraction only starts in cold, dense matter and Gravitational contraction only starts in cold, dense matter and initially requires initially requires 
efficient cooling to progressefficient cooling to progress

In early stages, need shielding from interstellar radiation fielIn early stages, need shielding from interstellar radiation fieldsds

In a new starIn a new star--forming region, the massive stars form first and shape forming region, the massive stars form first and shape 
their environmenttheir environment

Ionizing radiation can destroy molecular cloud, cutting off nearIonizing radiation can destroy molecular cloud, cutting off nearby star by star 
formationformation

Stellar winds and supernova blast fronts can introduce compressiStellar winds and supernova blast fronts can introduce compression and on and 
turbulence in clouds, providing seeds for next generation of staturbulence in clouds, providing seeds for next generation of star formationr formation



Summary IISummary II
Many details of star formation are still being exploredMany details of star formation are still being explored

How exactly do magnetic fields and rotation influence star How exactly do magnetic fields and rotation influence star 
formation?formation?

Why do some clusters tend to form massive stars while others do Why do some clusters tend to form massive stars while others do 
not?not?

What drives initial formation of dense regions?  What drives initial formation of dense regions?  

Spiral waves, stellar winds, SNe, galaxySpiral waves, stellar winds, SNe, galaxy--galaxy interactionsgalaxy interactions……

And much, much moreAnd much, much more

No lecture Saturday, Oct 18No lecture Saturday, Oct 18thth!! See you on the 25See you on the 25thth when when 
we explore stellar evolution and end times.we explore stellar evolution and end times.


